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ABSTRACT 
We apply the interval Gaussian algorithm to an n X n interval matrix [A] of 
which the comparison matrix ([A]) is R-d’ g la onally dominant or even slightly more 
generalized. We prove a new sufficient criterion for the feasibility of this method, 
extending a recently given sufficient criterion for irreducible and diagonally dominant 
comparison matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [Id], particular n x n matrices were introduced which were later on 
named Lkliagonally matrices [ll]. This class of matrices contains all strictly 
diagonally dominant matrices and the irreducibly diagonally dominant ones. 
(For definitions see Section 2.) In [14] the convergence of the total step 
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method and of the single step method is shown for l(l-diagonally dominant 
matrices; in [ll] it is proved that &diagonally dominant matrices are 
nonsingular. In [5] it is shown that these matrices are H-matrices; thus the 
Gaussian algorithm is feasible for them (at least theoretically) without per- 
muting rows or columns. For this reason an R-diagonally dominant matrix A 
seems to be an ideal candidate for computing the solution of the linear 
system 
AX=h (1.1) 
using the so-called interval Gaussian algorithm (see Section 2, e.g.), which 
coincides for (1.1) with the classical Gaussian algorithm. Since II X n matri- 
ces A are not always representable by machine numbers, it makes sense to 
consider not only a single system (1.1) but all those systems for which A 
varies within given lower and upper bounds _A and A, respectively. Assuming 
the comparison matrix ([ _A, K]) ( see Section 2) of the matrix interval [ _A, A] 
to be R-diagonally dominant, it is easily shown by a result of Alefeld [I] that 
the interval Gaussian algorithm is also feasible in this case. We generalize the 
concept of R-diagonal dominance by admitting also sign conditions for some 
entries of the midpoint matrix i = +(_A + A 1. In this case, ([ _A, A 1) need 
no longer be an H-matrix. We show that the interval Gaussian algorithm 
remains feasible, thus generalizing a result given in [7]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
By R”, R”‘“, IR, IR”, IRnX” we denote the set of real vectors with n 
components, the set of real n X n matrices, the set of intervals, the set of 
interval vectors with n components, and the set of n X n interval matrices, 
respectively. By “inter& we always mean a real compact interval. We write 
interval quantities in brackets with the exception of point quantities (i.e., 
d egenerate interval quantities), which we identify with the element they 
contain. Examples are the null matrix 0 and the identity matrix I. We use 
the notation [A] = [_A, X] = ([u],~) = ([_ajj, a,.]) E IR”X” simultaneously 
without further reference, and we proceed siml arly for the elements of R”, .i 
R”‘“, IR and IR”. 
By A > 0 we denote a nonnegative n X n matrix, i.e., aij > 0 for 
i,j = l,..., n. We call x E R” positive, writing x > 0, if xi > 0, i = 
l,...,n. 
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We also mention the standard notation from interval analysis [2, 123: 
n’ := mid([a]) := 2 (midpoint 1, 
d&z]> := Z - a (width), 
I[all := maxII 12 E [al) = max{l_al, IZI] (absolute value), 
([a]) := min{lZl( fi E [a]} 
if 0 G [u] 
otherwise 
(minimal ubsolute value) 
for intervals [a]. For [A] E IRnX n we obtain x, I[ A]1 E Rnxn by applying ” 
and I . I entrywise, and we define the comparison matrix ([A]) = (c,~) E Rnx n 
by setting 
i 
-I[a]ijl if i#j, 
cij := ([ aJ) if i =j. 
Since real quantities can be viewed as degenerate interval ones, I - I and ( . > 
can also be used for them. We call [a] E IR” symmetric (with respect to 
zero) if [a] = - [a], i.e., if [a] = [ - I[ alI, I[ all]. Note that ;i = 0 if and only if 
[a] is symmetric. 
As in 113, pp. 19-201, we introduce the concept of a directed graph 
G( A) := (X,, EA) associated with a matrix A E R”’ “. This graph consists of 
the set X, := {i 1 i = 1,. . , n} of nodes i and of the set E, := {(i,j) 1 ai. + 0) 
of edges (i, j) which are ordered pairs of nodes. A sequence of e d ges is 
termed a path of length r if it has the form {(i,, ir+l)];zi. We will write 
to + i, --+ **. + i,_, + i, for this path. If there is a path i =: i, -+ i, -+ 
... + i, :=j, we say i is connected to j. The matrix A is called irreducible if 
and only if any two nodes i, j E X, are connected. Note that A is irreduc- 
ible if and only if (A) has this property. 
We term A E Rnx” an M-matrix if uij < 0 for i f j and if A is 
nonsingular with A-l > 0. 
A E Rnxn is an H-matrix if (A) is an M-matrix. 
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We define A to be diagonally dominant if for i = 1, . . . , n 




i.e., ([ A]>e 2 0; here and in the sequel e denotes the vector (1, , 1)r E R”. 
We call A strictly diagonally dominant if (2.1) holds with strict inequality 
for all i. It is irreducibly diagonally dominant if it is irreducible and 
diagonally dominant with strict inequality in (2.1) for at least one index i. As 
in [ll], A is termed l(l-diagonally dominant if it is diagonally dominant and if 
there is a nonempty subset J E X, such that 
(1) each node i E X, \ J is connected to some node j E J, and 
(2) i E J implies (( A>e>, > 0, i.e., strict inequality holds in (2.1) for 
i EJ. 
We define [A] E IRnX n to be an (interval) H-matrix if ([ A]) is an 
M-matrix. 
We equip IR, IR”, IRnX” with the usual real interval arithmetic as 
described in [2, 3, 10, 121, e.g. We assume that the reader is familiar with the 
elementary rules of this arithmetic. 
We state now a lemma which is fundamental for our results in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let [a], [b], [cl, [d] E IR with 0 E [d], and dejne [a]’ E 
IR by [a]’ := [al - [b]. [c]/[d] and A by A := sign(Z) sign(b) sign(Z) * 
sign(d). Then the following assertions hold. 
(a) The equation 
is valid if and only if 
In this case 
A # 1, i.e. A < 0. 
sign(Z) = 
i 
sign(Z) if a’#O, 
- sign( 6) sign(Z) sign(d) if a’ = 0. 
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(Ia3’) = ([al) - ([d]) 
is true if and only if 
A# -1, i.e. A > 0. 
In this cme 
sign( a’ ‘) = sign(G) , provided [a]l # 0. 
Proof. The proof will be left to the reader. It can be found in [71 
or-slightly more extended-in [91. n 
Mainly for notational reasons, we start this section by recalling the 
formulae describing the interval Gaussian algorithm. 
Let [ Alck) E IRnX”, [ b]ck) E IR”, k = 1, . . , n, and [x]” E IR” be de- 
fined by 
[A](l) := [A], 
andfork = l,...,n - 1 
[b](l) := [b], 
i = l,... ,k, j=l,..., n, 
i=k+l ,...,n, j=k+l , . . . > n, 
otherwise, 
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[blik’, i=l k I..., > 
[b]ik+‘) := 
[b]ik’ _ s[b]:“l, i =k + l,...,n. 
a kk 
[xl; := 
[b]:“’ - zl;‘Ei+,[a]~;)[x]~ 
[a]:;) ’ 
i = ?z( -l)l, 
where C;l= n + I a*- := 0. Note that [x]” is defined without permuting rows or 
columns. The construction of [xl” is called the internal Gaussian algorithm. 
It is feasible (for any [b] E IR”) if and only if 0 @ [a$:)), k = 1, . , n. 
3. RESULTS 
We start this section by proving that an fin-diagonally dominant matrix 
A E R”’ n is an H-matrix. This seems to have been first pointed out in [5] 
using a different proof than ours. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A E RnXn be R-diagonally dominant. 
H-matrix. 
Proof. We first show that A is nonsingular, following a 
p. 2ofl. 
Then A is an 
proof in [13, 
Assume that A is singular. Then we can find a vector x E Rnx” such that 




For the last inequality we have used the diagonally dominance of A. By (3.1) 
we get (( A)e), = 0; h ence p @ J, where J is defined as in Section 2. By the 
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definition of the R-diagonal dominance there is a node j E J in the directed 
graph G(A) such that ZI is connected to j by some path, say, 
p := i, + i, + 1.1 -3 i, -3 is+l := j. 
W.l.0.g. il E (1,. . . , n} \ J for 1 = 0, 1, . , s, with i, being pairwise differ- 
ent. Otherwise shorten the path. By (3.1) we obtain apl = 0 or ]xl] = 1; by 
(3.2) we get ]xil] = 1, and the arguments above can be repeated for i, 
instead of p. Since this holds successively for i,, i,, . , i,, 1, too, we get the 
contradiction 
Therefore, A - ’ exists. 
Now, (A) + EZ is strictly diagonally dominant for any 0 < E E R; thus 
((A) + eZ)e > 0, and a theorem of Fan (see [4] or Lemma 2.1 in [7]) 
guarantees that ([A]) + I E is an M-matrix. Hence ((A) + EZ)-~ > 0 and 
(A)-r = lim t,+o((A) + l Z)-l > 0. Note that ( A)-’ exists by the first 
part of our proof, since (A) is an R-diagonally dominant matrix whenever A 
has this property. 
Thus A is an H-matrix, which proves the assertion. n 
Theorem 3.1 implies at once the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let [ A] E IR”X n, and let ([ A]) be Ckdiugonally 
dominant. Then [A] is an H-matrix. 
The H-matrix property is important for [x]’ to exist, since Alefeld proved 
in [I] the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf [A] E IRnX n is un H-matrix then [xl’ exists for any 
[b] E IR”. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.2 is stated as 
Corollary 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let [Al E Rnxn. Then in each of the following cuses 
[A] is an H-matrix, and hence [xl’ exists for any [b] E IR”: 
(a) ([ A]) is strictly diagonally dominant; 
(b) ([A]) is irreducibly diagonally dominant; 
(c) ([ A]) is Cl-diagonally dominant. 
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Corollary 3.4 also holds if ([A]) 1s nonsingular and diagonally dominant 
(cf. 151, PI, or [81X 
The example 
1 




[-l,l] -1 2 
in [i’] illustrates that this statement may be false if ([A]) is irreducible and 
diagonally dominant even if each element matrix A E [A] is nonsingular. In 
[7] the following sufficient criterion was proved. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let [A] E IR”X”, n > 2, and let [b] E IR”. Assume 
that 
([ A]) is irreducible 
and 
([A])e a 0. 
sign( zij) sign( Kk) ‘@( 'kj) = 
i 
Cd 64) if i ‘j, 
_ sign( zkk) if i=j 
(3.4) 
for at least one triple (i, j, k) satisfying k < i, j, then [ xlG exists. 
We generalize now this theorem to the following main result of our paper. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let [b] E IR”, [ A] E IRnX”, and let ([ A]) be diago- 
nally dominant. Then [ xlG exists if there is a nonempty set 1 c 11, . . , n] 
such that the follow>ing conditions hold: 
(a) If 
i EJ:= {l,...,n} \J, (3.5j 
then i is connected in G(([ A])) t o some j E ] (which may depend on i). 
(b) Ij- 
i E], (3.61 
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then (([ A])eji > 0 or there exists a triple (i, j, k) such that k < i, j with 
sign(aVjj) sign( &) sign( a’,,) sign(aYkj) = { ‘I 9 i ‘jy (3.7) 
Since the proof needs some preparations, we defer it to the end of this 
section. 
We illustrate Theorem 3.6 by a simple example. Let 
I 
[-;,I] 2 1 -1  0 0 
[A] := [-l,l] -1 2 0 0 
0 0 110 
\ 0 0 101 
Obviously, ([ A]) is diagonally dominant, but not irreducible. Since ([A]) is 
singular, it is not an H-matrix. Therefore, the usual criteria for the feasibility 
of the interval Gaussian algorithm cannot be applied. One easily checks that 
the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 are fulfilled with J = (3) and (i, j, k) = 
(3,3,2). Hence [xl” exists. Changing the entry [a]23 from + 1 to - 1, 
however, destroys this existence, since the leading upper 3 X 3 submatrix 
coincides with [A] in (3.3). 
We continue with some remarks on Theorem 3.6. 
REMARKS. 
(a> If the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 hold, we choose 1 = ii) with i 
from (3.4). Then, by the irreducibility of ([A]), each node I E J is connected 
in G(([ A])) to i. Thus the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 are fulfilled, and we 
have shown that Theorem 3.5 is a particular case of Theorem 3.6. 
(b) If ([A]) is strictly diagonally dominant, choose J := (1, . , n}; thus 
the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 are again fulfilled, and Corollary 3.4(a) is a 
particular case of Theorem 3.6. 
(cl If ([A]) is irreducibly d’ g la onally dominant with strict inequality in 
(2.1) for the index i,, we choose J := {io} and proceed as in (a). Thus 
Corollary 3.4(b) is a a p rt icular case of Theorem 3.6. 
(d) If ([A]) is a-diagonally dominant with J as in the definition of the 
S1diagonal dominance, then the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 are fulfilled 
with the same index set J. Thus Corollary 3.4(b) is also a particular case of 
Theorem 3.6. 
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We start now with some preparatory lemmata needed for the proof of 
Theorem 3.6. 





’ 0 - 
i e. r!k) = 0 forj # k or i . > 
Cari ([A] 
< k, the following properties hold: 
(k+l)) > ([AIck’) + R’k’([A](k)). In particular, ([A])e > 0 
implies ([A](‘+“)e >, ([ A](“)e > 0, I = 1,. . , k. 
(b) Zf (1 Al)e > 0 then 
(([A1(k+“>e)i ’ ([u]F;) w(([A]‘k))e)k for i > k. 
In particular, (([ AICk+l) 
(([Al’k’)e>k > 0. 
)e), > 0 provided that [u]$’ z 0 and that 
Proof. We first remark that ([ A]ck’) + RCk’([ A]ck’) describes the kth 
step of the ordinary Gaussian elimination process, applied to the real matrix 
B := ([ Alck’). Thus the first part of (a) follows from 
( [A](k+lr)ij =( [ AICkqij =( [ AICkpij + (RCk’( [ A]‘k’))ij for i < k, 
from 
([ A](k+l?ii = 0 =( A]“Tij + (RCk)( [ A](k)))ij for i > k and j =C k, 
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and from 
([ A](k+lr)ij = 
i 
--I[cz]~,“‘~ if i #j I[a]$)l 
a ([a];;‘) if i =j - &&a]::)~ 
i 
for i>k andj>k, 
where the estimates in the last case can be taken from [12]. 
The second part of (a) is proved applying the first part repeatedly, 
beginning with 0 < ([ A]>e = ([A]“‘) e < ([A]“‘)e + R(‘)([A](‘))e < 
([ A]@‘)e and taking RCk’ > 0 into account. 
The assertion in (b) follows from (a>. n 
LEMMA 3.8. Let [Al E IRnX” satisfy the following properties: 
. . or i, j = 1,. . , n; 
g) ‘$j(:: ~x;s;~~s~~l~‘t’{;,~, ) n}. 
Then [alij # 0 implies [a]f,k) # 0 forj > min{i, k}. 
Proof. The assertion implies 
d([a]lg’) = d([a]ij) + d 
i I y[;l” 1 1 > d( [ czlij). 
Applying this argument repeatedly, one gets d([alIS’) 2 d([aIij) by induction. 
This yields the assertion. w 
LEMMA 3.9. Let [A] E IRflX” satisfy the following properties: 
(i) [cz],~ # 0 implies d([aljj) > 0 for i,j = 1,. . , n; 
(ii> ([Al>e 3 0; 
(iii) there is a triple (i, j, k) with i, j > k such that (3.7) holds; 
(iv) [ A]ck) exists for k from (iii). 
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Then [ AICk+ i) exists with 
(( [ A](kil'>e)i > 0. (3.8) 
In particular, 
(( [ A]“‘)e)i > 0 f&- 1 > k (3.9) 
prooided [ A](‘) exists. 
Proof. Let (i, j, k) be the triple mentioned in (iii). Then by (iii), none of 
the midpoints Zij, iii,, a’,,, iikj is zero. Hence, by (i), none of the matrix 
components [al,j, [alik, [alkk, 
Lemma 3.8 we have 
[alkj is the zero interval, and by (9 and 
[a]lj) f 0, [a]$’ # 0, [a]lfl # 0, [ali: # 0 for 1 = l,.. ., k. 
(3.10) 
By (ii> and Lemma 3.7(a) we get 
([Afk’)e >([AIck-'))e > ... >([A])e > 0; (3.11) 
in particular ([ AICk’) e > 0, whence, with (3.101, we get ([a$:) > > \[a] :!‘I > 
0. Thus 0 # [a] i’;‘, and [ AICk+i) exists satisfying 
([ A]‘kt”)e >( [ A]‘“‘)e (3.12) 
by Lemma 3.7(a). 
If (([ AICk))e). > 0 we use the ith component in (3.12) to verify (3.8). 
If (([ AICk))e); > O’we apply Lemma 3.7(b) and (3.10) with 1 = k to show 
(3.8). 
If 
(( [ Afk’)e), =(( [ A](k))e)i = 0 (3.13) 
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then 
(([A]‘“?e)k = (([A]“‘)e)i = 0 for I = l,...,k, (3.14) 
since otherwise (3.11) implies (([ A](‘))e), > 0 or (([ A](‘)>e), > 0 for some 
I < k. Taking this into account and applying (3.11) yields (([ Al’k’)e>k > 0 or 
(([AICk))e). > 0, contradicting (3.13). Therefore, let (3.14) hold. The first 
inequality ifi Lemma 3.7(a) with k replaced by I < k proves 
( [ A]'l+ ‘7 2 ( [ A]('r, + R’“( [A]'"), (3.15) 
with R(l) from Lemma 3.7. Assume that strict inequality holds in (3.15) for 
some element in the sth row with s E {i, k). Then (3.15) and (3.14) imply 
the contradiction 
0 = (( [ A]("+lr)e)s 
> ((([A]“‘) + R”<[ A]"3)e)s = (( [ A]('))e + R’l’(( [ A]"ye))s = 0. 
Thus, we get 
for s E {i,k}, t E {j,k}, I = l,..., k - 1. (3.16) 
We apply now Lemma 2.1 to (3.16) for 1 = 1, . , k - 1, noting that 
([A]@)),, = - I[ A]“’ ISt for s # t. This lemma guarantees 
sign( G,,) = sign( G$) for s~{i,k}, t~{j,k}, I=1 ,..., k; 
hence (3.7) holds for the corresponding elements of [ A]ck’. Taking this into 
account while applying Lemma 2.1 once more results in 
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(( [ ~](~+rr)e)~ > (( [ A]‘k’)e)i + (~(~)([Al(~))e)~ = 0, 
again with R ck) from Lemma 3.7. This proves (3.8). The inequality (3.9) 
follows from (3.8) and Lemma 3.7(a). n 
LEMMA 3.10. The assumptions of Theorem 3.6 imply the existence of 
[ A] @), 1 = 1 ,.. ,n. 
Proof. W.1.o.g. we assume that the entries of [ A] fulfill conditions (i) of 
Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9. Otherwise we can blow up the components of [A] to 
get a matrix [ B] for which the following properties hold: 
(i> [B] 2 [AI, 
(ii> ([BI) = <[Al), 
(iii) [bJij f 0 * d([b],,) > 0 for any i,j E (1,. . ., n}. 
By the inclusion monotonicity of the interval arithmetic and by (i) it is 
obvious that [ A](‘) exists if [B](l) does. 
Assume now that [ A](‘), 1 = 1, . . , m < n, exists, but [ A]‘“‘+ ‘) does not. 
Then necessarily 
0 E [a]?;. (3.17) 
We proceed according to the cases occurring in Theorem 3.6, changing the 
order slightly. 
Case 1: m E J and (([ A])e), > 0. The latter inequality implies 
(([ A](“‘)e),,, > 0 by Lemma 3.7(a); hence <[a]~~~> > 0, contradicting (3.17). 
Case 2: m E], and (3.7) holds with i := m. Then k < m, and (3.9) 
from Lemma 3.9 implies (([ A](“)>e), > 0, contradicting (3.17) as before. 
Case 3: m E J. W.l.o.g., we assume 
(([A]“?e)m = 0, I = l,..., m. (3.18) 
Otherwise we get a contradiction as before. Since m E J, there is a path 
connecting m to some j E J, say, 
m = i, + i, --f -*. + i, = i. (3.19) 
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For simplicity, let any two nodes of this path be different, and let i, E j, 
z= I..., s - 1. Otherwise shorten the path. 
First we show that i, < m, 1 = 2, . . . , s. If not, there is a smallest integer 
1 such that i, > m. In this case we are going to prove 
[a]$$ # 0. (3.20) 
If 1 = 2, this is obviously true by Lemma 3.8 with i := k := i, = m and 
ji;;li,. Therefore let 1 > 2. We consider any path p --) q + r in G(([A])) 
m, r, p > q. (3.21) 
Since m > q, the matrices [A](q), [ A](q+‘) exist, and (3.21) and Lemma 3.8 
imply [ u]lr,’ z 0, [a](T) # 0; hence [ a$$+ i) = [a]$? - [u](,g,)[u]d”,‘/[u]$~ z 0, 
i.e., p 4 r is a pa& in G(([ A](s+i))). Using this argumentation for the 
subpath m = i, + i, -+ *.a --j i, with q = imin := min{i,, . . . , il_,}, 
imin - I, r := imin + 1, and taking m, i, > max{i,, . . , ‘1 i 2 _ } into accru$ ’ 
we have that m = i, -+ i, + *.* + imin - 1 + imin + 1 + imin + 2 -+ **a 
+ i, is a path in G(([ A] (imin+l))) By repeating this argumentation suffi- . 
ciently often one finally ends up with the path m + i, in G(([ Alcf))) where 
t := 1 + max{i,, . . . , i,_ 1} < m. Hence [u]$jl # 0, and (3.20) holds by an 
analogous conclusion to the proof of Lemma 3.8. Using (3.17) and (3.18) 
implies the contradiction 
0 =( [u](,m,l) >I[u]‘,:;J >0. 
Therefore, all nodes in the path (3.19), which follow ii, must be less then m. 
We next prove 
(( [ A](i))e)i > 0. (3.22) 
(Note that i = i < rn. hence [A](“) exists.) 
Since i E J, i([ A]>,), > 0 or (3.7) holds. In the first case, (3.22) holds, 
since ([ A](“))e > ([ A])e by Le mma 3.7(a). In the second case, we get (3.22) 
from (3.9) of Lemma 3.9, since i > k in (3.7). 
We finally show 
(( [Al(“))e)m > 0, (3.23) 
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which yields at once the contradiction 0 < ([ a]~~>. To this end, we recall 
the following properties: 
(iv) (3.19) is a path in G(([ A](“)) connecting m to i. 
(v) m > 1 (since i < m). 
(vi) (([ A](‘))eji > 0. 
Let now imin := min{i,, . . , i,}. If imin < i, = i, then following the lines 
above, we can shorten the path (3.19) to a path in G(([ A]“-ln+“)) by 
deleting the node imin. If imin = i, = i then (([A] (i+l))e)i,,_, > 0 by Lemma 
3.7(b), which is applied with i := is_ 1, k := i,, taking (vi> into account. Since 
i s- 1 > imin + 1, Lemma 3.7(a) yields (([A](iy-L))e)i,_, > 0. In this way, we 
get again a shorter path in G(([ A]‘“-nn”))). 
Thus, in both cases we obtain a path 
m=i,-+ .*a +i 
f> 
(3.24) 
say, which is shorter than (3.19). Properties (iv>-(vi) hold with (3.19) replaced 
by (3.24), 1 replaced by imin + 1, and i replaced by if. Repeating the 
arguments above-if necessary-several times finally ends up with a path 
m + i, in G(([ A](“O))) such that (([AriO))e)iO > 0 and m > i,. Hence 
Lemma 3.7(b), with k := i, and i := m, and Lemma 3.7(a) guarantee (3.23). 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. By Lemma 3.10, Theorem 3.6 is proved if 
0 @ [a](,“,), i.e. 0 < ([a](,“,)>, is shown. To this end, we consider three cases. 
Case 1: n E J with (([ A])e), > 0. Here, Lemma 3.7(a) implies 
([ul?d)= (( [Al(“?e),, > 0. (3.25) 
Case 2: n E J with (3.7) true for i := n. Then Lemma 3.9 implies 
(3.25). 
Case 3: n E J. If one replaces m by n in case 3 of the proof of Lemma 
3.10, one can see at once that (3.25) holds. n 
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